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A ZORRIBLE NIGHT 
By Leyla Hannah Tomasiak 

"Can we go trick or treating now? I'm starting to get bored" whined Jose. 

 

"Ok, ok, we're going now but let's stay together" whispered Maitane, 

trying not to wake up her baby sister. 

 

"Come on Leyla, let's go!" pleaded Maitane. 

 

"I'm coming but try not to frighten me" she whispered back. 

 

Maitane,  Jose and Leyla tip-toed out of the house onto the streets. It 

was midnight and there was no one on the streets. Lights casted 

menacing shadows onto the children.  

 

After walking through the alley ways, they finally reached their 

destination. The biggest house in the city. It was a haunted house and 

the owners were very rich. 

 

"A,a,a,a...re  you sure we should go to this house?" stuttered Leyla. 

 

"Don't worry, you're just being a scaredy-cat now" replied Maitane. 

 

Then all of a sudden, Jose heard a sound. The lights started to fade and 

there was no one to be seen. 

 

"Wh,wh,wh...what was that?" Jose said frightened. 

 

"It can't be zombies, can it?" Leyla whispered trying to reassure herself. 

 

"You're just all being daft now. Zombies don't exist and they never will." 

 

Maitane stopped for a minute, trying to see if there was an end to this 

daft thing about  "zombies".  After a while, Leyla saw something 

approach to Maitane, but Maitane just ignored her. 

 

"Look behind you!!!" "There are zombies!!!" "Quick, go to that derelict 

building and lock the door behind you!!!" 

 

There was no time to look back. They sprinted as fast as they could trying 

not to think that they were being chased by zombies. 
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"The door is locked!" "Just keep running!" "Quick, they're about to eat us!" 

they all screamed, horrified by their ugly faces. 

 

"Now , that's just great" Jose said, hopelessly. "It's, it's a dead end." 

 

Now, the three were frightened more than ever before. 

 

"What are we going to do now?" Leyla asked worriedly, thinking 

constantly,  but her mind was blank. 

 

The zombies were slowly approaching now, trying to catch their breath. 

There was no other way to escape, everything was over. The zombies 

were coming. Then, they started to drag Maitane into the crowd. 

 

"What are they doing?" Jose and Leyla asked each other suspiciously.  

               

Then, the crowded zombies moved backwards, watching Maitane 

collapse to the floor, leaving a puddle of blood near her. 

 

"That's what you get for stealing my boyfriend" one of the zombies said. 

 

"And that's what you get for saying that us zombies don't exist" another 

one said, proud of itself. 

 

The zombies snarled, and then walked away together, not having a care 

in the world. 

 

Leyla quickly hurried to see if she could hear a heartbeat coming from 

the body's chest. But no, she couldn't hear anything. Jose tried to do 

mouth to mouth, but nothing worked. It was over. She was dead.    

 

 

THE END 
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Escaping from Nurgon 
By Alejandro Quecedo 

“That was the last one.”  Charlie whispered.  

Philip, his best friend, had already sat down. Philip´s little sister, Emily, was 

taking out some food from her bag. All of them had just killed a group of 

zombies that had attacked them. 

All of them were normal and happy children before the zombie infection 

in Nurgon (city where they live and the only place with zombies) Now 

they have lost everything, their house, their parents, their family… Now 

Charlie, Philip and Emily have to continue and escape from Nurgon in no 

more than one day because otherwise, the army will throw a bomb in 

Nurgon. 

“Can we rest a few minutes?” Emily pleaded.  

“You will rest all the time you want when we get out of Nurgon. Okay?” 

Philip promised. 

 “Okay…” Emily answered.  

“We can continue towards Mozart´s Square or through 27 of February 

Square. What do you prefer?” Asked Charlie gently. 

 “I prefer Mozart´s Square, but I don´t mind,” answered Philip.  

“Ok, so through Mozart´s square then,” said Charlie. 

They were very near Mozart´s Square when suddenly two zombies 

appeared in the horizon “Kill them quickly!” Philip barked.  

“No please, don´t do that!” Charlie pleaded. 

 “Why not? they are zombies!” Asked Philip screaming. 

 “They are my parents!” Charlie cried “and I won´t let you kill them!”  

Before Charlie could finish this sentence the two parents that were 

Charlie´s parents before, became only dead zombies. 

Charlie scanned in all directions to find the person that had killed his 

parents. Then he saw a boy with a similar age to his, no older than 14 

years old. Charlie glared at him. “What the hell do you think you are 

doing?” Charlie barked. 
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 “Saving you from the zombies. My name is Wolf, Wolf and no more.” 

Answered Wolf calm.  

“Oh thank you very much Wolf!” Said Emily very naively “Can you come 

with us?” Asked Emily. 

 “If your friends don´t mind it, I would like to go with all of you,” answered 

Wolf.  

“Why not? More is better. Welcome to the crew, he is Charlie, she is Emily 

and I am Philip” said Peter. 

“I don´t like going through the underground” barked Charlie.  

“If you don´t want to find zombies, this is the only way” promised Wolf. 

“We only have a few hours to leave Nurgon and when we get out of 

Nurgon, the bomb can still kill us, so we will have to continue walking,” 

commented Philip.   

Suddenly from the dark, a voice choked “don´t go further…” 

 “Why?” Asked Emily, but  there was no answer. However, they decided  

to continue. 

“My leg!” cried Charlie; he had received a shot in his leg.  

“Emily, get out of the underground with Charlie. Quickly!” screamed 

Philip at the same time as he was taking out his weapon to fight.  

Charlie limped to the end of the underground. “Wait here, Charlie, I am 

going to find my brother” said Emily.  

“Emily, no…!” Charlie said, but Emily had already gone. 

Charlie waited for his friends for three hours but they didn´t come and he 

didn´t know if he would die there, if his friends would be okay or dead… 

at the same time as he was thinking about this, he saw a plane of… 

 

THE END 
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Mission: Save the world 

By Miguel Rubio Sanz 

Richard was walking in the street at dusk, it was another foggy day in 

winter. He was stomping when  suddenly… 

‘AAHHH!’ someone screamed.  

Richard walked slowly, as he always did, towards the scream. He stared 

at his son being attacked by a monstrous thing. He took his pistol, which 

he continued having from the war of Vietnam, and shot the thing 

mortally in the head. The thing, which was like a zombie, emited a 

horrible noise and fell down dead.  A group of zombies came and 

started to chase Richard, who had to sprint to escape. Then,… a zombie 

loomed in front of Richard and bit his leg before Richard could shoot 

him. 

Richard limped home and met a scientist at the door of his house. 

‘You have to reach Las Vegas, meet John at a laboratory,’ the scientist 

choked before dying. 

‘OK, I’ll do it” Richard promised. 

He got in his car and headed for Las Vegas, he turned on the radio: 

‘Hundreds of bodies are covering the streets. The virus is spreading fast 

and it could have terrible consequences as it makes the people more 

aggressive and stronger. Close the doors and windows and stay in until 

more information…” the presenter said. 

Richard reached Las Vegas, but there were so many cars on the road 

that he decided to enter a road that was closed. He lost control of his 

car because of the ice. Then he glimpsed a tree and … BOOM! The car 

crashed with the enormous tree. After a few minutes, he woke up. He 

stumbled out of the car and then it exploded. Richard was far enough to 

survive, but now, he was lost in the forest.  

After that, he saw a lonely person creeping in the distance. Richard 

noticed that it was a zombie with a chainsaw. Richard ran away but the 

zombie was getting closer and closer. Then, Richard used the only arm 

that he had, because he had lost the other in Vietnam, to take a stick 
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and hit the zombie in the arm. The zombie’s chainsaw fell down, but it 

took a gun and aimed at Richard. 

‘BANG!’ a shot was heard. Suddenly, the zombie fell down dead and a 

man appeared behind the zombie. 

‘OMG! I’m alive. What happens? Who are you?’ pleaded Richard. 

‘I am Nathan’ screamed angrily. 

‘Nathan, my old friend, did you survive the enemy ambush in Vietnam?’ 

asked Richard surprised. 

‘Of course I did, you left me alone against the enemies. But this isn’t 

important now, follow me, John wants to meet you’ barked Nathan. 

They started walking through the forest. They reached an old house. They 

entered and found a trapdoor. They crept  quietly and then they saw a 

light. A big white building loomed in front of them and  there, there was 

a man waiting. 

‘I suppose you’re John. What do you want? What do I have to do? I 

almost died to come here and see you’ barked Richard. 

‘I have to do some things, you can be the cure for all the world as you 

have an special DNA what has saved you from the zombie’s bite.’ 

The scientist did lots of experiments with Richard’s blood. 

Three days later… 

‘And then … could this work?’ Richard asked. 

‘No, sorry, it’s completely impossible to use this blood.’ 

‘I will kill you, bye bye ’ said Richard cruelly. Then a shot was heard. 

Richard left the place and headed for a village in Chicago, his 

hometown. Richard and Nathan established a camp in the outskirts of 

the village. They drafted a constitution for their new independent 

country where they recruited people. They built a big country with more 

or less one thousand citizens. They finally died in the year 2003 when they 

were trying to save three children trapped in a crowd of zombies. 

THE END 
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Ter ro r  in  the  USA 
B y  R u b e n  M o n e o  

 

  

It was a cold summer night. I was having dinner with my family when 

someone knocked at the door. None of us had any idea who could be 

behind the door. I sprinted to the second floor and I observed some 

zombies trying to climb my wall. We were frightened so I took my father’s 

gun and we left. We arrived at my village because we thought it was a 

safe place. 

 

“What we are going to do now?” shouted my father. 

“Mum, we don’t have enough time” cried my little sister. 

 

Later the zombies appeared. We got in the car, and we sped to Burgos 

airport. Fortunately, we found a private jet ready to take off. I asked: 

 

“Where does this flight go?” I asked the pilot quickly. 

 

“To Las Vegas, get on, if not, you will die” shouted the pilot. 

 

While  we were about to arrive in Las Vegas, the pilot announced that 

we had to land in a little military base, because we didn’t have enough 

fuel to get to Las Vegas. At the base there was   an exclusive hangar 

fuel, so if we refuelled fast, we could reach our destination.  

 

Later, we could see part of Las Vegas, the whole city was destroyed, 

buildings collapsed, the Town Hall in flames and all the sirens were 

blaring at once. A sniper reached the pilot in the head. From there we 

could get to the Las Vegas casino, the only place that was not 

destroyed. Before entering, I found a military dump truck, I told my family 

to wait for me. The truck was empty, there was nothing and no one 

within it.  

 

When I came back, my family had disappeared. I was scared because I 

didn’t know what to do. I went to a supermarket to eat some food. I 

thought I could sleep in the big casino. There, I met some boys called: 

Neizan, Richard and James, some people that had lost their families too. 

James thought it was a great idea to travel to a military area, so each of 

us took a military airplane. 

 

“If we shot some missiles, we would kill most of the zombies located in 

California, in Canada and in New York, ”exclaimed Neizan. 

 

 “A TOTAL EXTERMINATIOON!!!” shouted James. 
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“But… we don’t know how to control any type of airplane,” added 

Richard. 

 

“Yes, you’re right, but there is an automatic pilot, first you have to press 

the button and…pshhh you’re flying.” I said. 

 

“We will do it.” 

 

When we got to the base, we would remove the missiles and instead 

would place bombar TSAR, more effective than a missile. When we got 

off, everyone should aim towards a zone. I had to go to New York, no 

problem, but then Neizan told me that he had flown a giant jail in 

Canada. We all went there and Richard gave the order to drop the 

bombs. 

 

“Nooooo!” I screamed. “You’d better jump off the plane with a machine 

gun and a grenade launcher, things might get complicated, moreover, 

there can still be some people alive that we can rescue,” I concluded. 

 

When we jumped, we approached a building that looked more like a 

slaughterhouse. The first to explore the building was James. Inside the 

place, human shouts were heard. Quickly, we went in search of the 

origin of the shrieks. Behind the doors, all the zombies were killing 

humans, that's when we started to shoot without pause. Then, we 

decided that it was better to use the grenade launcher to kill more 

zombies. When we finally got to exterminate all the zombies, the humans 

that were still alive were freed, including our families, about to be 

tortured. From that moment, all the humans that had been hiding could 

see the light again.  

 

When each of us was back at home, I realized that we had forgotten to 

destroy the portal through which the zombies were born. 

 

And everything started again... 

 

T h e  E n d  
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The Forbidden Room 

By Clara Díaz del Val 

Lucy and Peter, the twins were on their way to school and Peter told 

Lucy “I don’t like our new school, it is so boring, and we can’t do 

anything.” 

“We just go to class Peter. We haven’t made any new friends yet”. 

In their school there was a room where they couldn’t enter, and the 

students called it “The forbidden room”. At the beginning of the year 

Peter was anxious to enter that room but, finally, he couldn’t enter. 

One day Peter said “Do you know what?” 

“What?” Lucy answered.  

“Today I’ll enter the forbidden room. “ 

That evening, while everyone was having lunch, they went to the 

forbidden room. When they opened the door, a flash of light came out 

of it, so they closed the door as fast as they could. Suddenly, the 

headmaster appeared at the end of the corridor; he was so far that they 

didn’t realise what he was like. He was shuffling and making strange 

noises, but they didn’t notice it. The headmaster came closer and closer 

and finally they realised that… he was a zombie!!! 

They ran through the school and looked inside the classes but, 

everybody was turning into a zombie. They were chased by the zombies, 

the maths teacher was completely out of control, as she was trying to 

catch them, but as they ran faster than her, she couldn’t. They were very 

close to the main door, they decided to go out of the school but, the 

door was closed! 

They arrived at an empty room and entered there, then Peter cried “we 

must go to the technology class,  there must be some tools that we can 

use as weapons”. 

They started their walk through the school, they met lots of zombies 

through the corridors but they could escape from them. When they 

arrived at the technology  class, teacher Mc Gregor was there, and they 

thought that at  that moment they couldn’t do anything else. But, they 
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stared at Mc Gregor and he seemed to be normal, finally they looked at 

each other, they had found somebody that wasn’t a zombie. 

They entered the class and Lucy choked “Mc Gregor, listen carefully 

please! The school is full of zombies!” 

Mc Gregor didn’t believe it at the beginning but, suddenly, the zombie 

of the English teacher  started knocking at  the door (as there was a glass 

in the door, Mc Gregor could see the zombies). 

The twins said to Mc Gregor that they had to take some tools in case 

they needed some weapons, the tools would be the most similar thing to 

weapons that  they had in that class. 

Suddenly, they could hear the voice of the headmaster through the PA, 

but his voice wasn’t the same as usual. 

The voice announced “I have a riddle for you, if you are able to answer 

it I’ll open the doors of the school and everything will be normal again. 

Do you want to try?” 

They were thinking for a moment but then they answered “Yes, we will 

try.” 

“The riddle is this one: a man has to carry a wolf, a hen and a bag full of 

corn to the other side of the river. On his boat he can only transport one 

thing at a time, if he leaves the wolf with the hen, the wolf will eat the 

hen and if he leaves the hen with the corn, the hen will eat the corn. 

How can he pass the three things to the other side of the river?” 

“Do you know the answer?” asked Peter. 

“No”. “And you, Lucy?” 

“I don’t have any idea.” 

After a half an hour thinking, Lucy came up with an idea, “ It’s very easy, 

the first thing he has to take is the hen, leave it on the other side of the 

river, then go back and take the wolf, leave it on the other side of the 

river and take the hen, he leaves the hen on the first side of the river and 

takes the bag full of corn, he leaves the bag on the side where the wolf 

is and then he goes again to the place where the hen is , he takes it and 

leaves it on the other side where the wolf and the bag are. That’s all.” 

 “Fantastic! Let’s tell the mysterious voice the answer.” 
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When they told the voice the answer, they saw how everyone was 

turning into a normal person again and the doors and windows could be 

opened again. The following days were a bit strange for the twins and 

for Mc Gregor, but they asked some people if there was a legend in that 

school concerning  the forbidden room but, that’s another story that 

must be told but not now and not here.  

The end 
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ZOMBIE STORY 
By Luis Manzanedo 

 

Paul was in a swimming pool when he had a glimpse of a brilliant light in 

the sky, and he heard people shouting and sprinting out of the swimming 

pool. He was swimming reassuringly when, all of a sudden, strange 

creatures started falling from the sky. Bob the monkey (Paul's pet) started 

feeling anxious to take out the head of the zombie .But Paul stopped him 

and they stayed there all night. By midnight no zombies came down 

from the sky. 

 

They went to the police station but the police were really terrified. Bob 

sprinted to take some weapons, he took two bazookas and an AK-47, he 

said: “the AK-47 for you and the bazookas for me” 

 

When they left the police station, zombies started falling from the sky and 

Bob killed them all with the bazooka, but there were more and more. 

Bob started to feel nervous, Paul took the AK-47 and helped Bob to kill 

the zombies. 

 

Two hours later at 8:00 pm, they finished killing the zombies but Bob 

wasn´t satisfied because he was a monkey with a lot of human friends 

that had died in the apocalypse and he decided to move the bodies of 

the zombies to another place with a digger truck. He took the zombies 

bodies and Bob threw them into the swimming pool, with the help of 

Paul. Then they were finally fulfilled and Bob with Paul, organised a big 

party. The people could also throw tomatoes to the bodies of the 

zombies. 
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THE ZOMBIE EPIDEMY 
By Iñigo Carrera 

 
It was a torrential and violent night, Tom and Billy´s families were having 

dinner while they were playing in Billy´s bedroom. Tom looked at the 

clock, it was midnight and his father interrupted them.  

 

´´What happens dad?´´ Tom asked. 

´´You have to hide!´´ his father barked. 

´´Why, what´s going on?´´ Tom said loudly. 

´´Fast! You have no time.´´ 

 

At that moment, Tom and Billy were confused and worried, but they 

knew what to do. 

When they peered through the window, they could see why  his father 

was so frightened... 

A huge number of zombies were devouring the neighbours and invading 

the city. 

 

´´What can we do?´´ asked Billy very scared. 

´´We have two options: hide or escape!´´  

´´Let´s scape! But how?´´ 

´´Through the window´´  

 

While they were escaping, they heard the violent and intense scream of 

their families, pleading not to die. They knew what had happened, it was 

done, no one could do anything. 

 

Both were morally destroyed, they hoped their final day arrived soon. 

 

After three days... 

  

They were still thinking the same: ´´why are we alive? Why couldn´t we 

die?´´ But Tom had a brainwave... 

 

´´Why don´t we go to my uncle´s house?´´ 

´´But how do you think that we´re going to be able to arrive there?´´ 

´´It´s our last alternative. I´m not asking if we are going to go, I´m just 

telling you that I am going.´´ 

´´Ok, but I don´t think  it is a good idea.´´ 

´´I don´t really care .The house is very near.´´ 

  

 

When they were in front of that hideous and old house, Tom proposed to 

enter. 
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´´Let´s go inside.´´ 

´´No! I cannot do this. I´m tired and we know that we don´t have enough 

time.´´ 

´´But we have to try it! Well, I don´t know . Why do I have to try to 

convince you to do it?´´ 

´´No,  it is just that I don´t know if this is going to end well.´´ 

´´Believe me, this is going to end well.´´ 

 

After this, they went inside the house and their hopes disappeared, 

 

 

´´W-wha-what is this?´´ 

´´Oh my God.´´ 

 

Tom´s uncle had committed suicide. But although they thought 

everything was lost, Billy found something very special.  

 

´´What´s that? It´s a type of recipe.´´ 

 

Yes, it was. In spite of the fact that Tom was sad, he was happy because 

it was a recipe that Tom´s uncle did before committing suicide and had 

a note on it that said the following: 

´´Dear whoever reads this, 

I know that this is very strange, I mean if someone reads this then he´s 

going to see that I am dead but I just want to write this to save humanity 

and the world. I´m sure this will be very useful. Use it, taste it and save 

your lives with it. Good luck´´ 

 

´´Wow Tom we have the cure! We´re going to survive. Besides, 

everything we need to make it is here!´´ 

´´Yes, but I don´t know why my uncle committed suicide´´ 

´´It could be for the pressure that he could have. Let´s do it!´´ 

 

And they did it without any difficulty, after some hours, the cure was 

ready. They were excited, and Billy asked Tom if he could be the first one 

to inject himself the cure. 

 

´´Billy, are you ok? Billy? What happens? Billy stop! AHHHH!´´ 

 

Billy had transformed into a zombie thanks to the cure, and had 

attacked Tom. 

After that, the army destroyed the city but it wasn´t necessary because 

in the end, everyone in the world died. 
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ZOMBIE FOREST 
By María Martínez Nieto 

 

Maya, was a pretty sensible girl, who had met Jacob no long ago. 

The boy was really similar to Maya. He was optimistic, calm, intelligent… 

Jacob was in love with Maya and one day, he decided to ride her to the 

forest, situated behind a derelict house. But that forest wasn’t a normal 

place. It was a cruel, violent, grim and a too gloomy forest. Its flowers 

spread a hideous odour, the grass hurt you as shattered glass, the wind 

was turbulent and tempestuous and the forest provoked you a horrible 

frustration. But the real problem of that woodland, was the fearsome 

creatures that inhabited that rotten land. 

 

 Nobody had tried to explore the area because of the forest legend, 

which explained everything about those fearful individuals.  
 

Jacob, was about to confess his feelings to Maya and she was excited 

and extremely anxious. Maya had waited for a long time to hear the 

words that now Jacob was going to tell her. 

 

Finally, the boy revealed his feelings to the girl and they were joyful 

and enthusiastic. 

 

Suddenly, a bunch of people were getting closer, but Jacob and 

Maya didn’t notice them. Maya felt a tiny impact on her shoulder, she 

turned around slowly and… ZOMBIES!!! An incredible amount of grim, 

wild terrified creatures were behind the adorable recent couple. The  

legend was right, everything was right! 

 

Maya started to choke. She couldn’t react. She was in a horrendous 

shock. Jacob, grabbed Maya’s arm and sprinted away from the 

zombies without direction, and without hope. They were isolated. 

The zombies glared at them with malice. 

 

They had run much more than half an hour, and they were shattered. 

 

- “They are getting closer!!” cried Maya desperately. 

 

- “Run Maya!! I can see a place to hide in!!” promised Jacob hopefully.  
 

Fortunately, Jacob found a mysterious tiny cave where they occult 

themselves to save time and to mislead the zombies. They examined 

the cave and entered.  
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“There’s no solution Jacob, the zombies will find us!!” screamed Maya. 

 “Of course they will find us if you continue shouting like that!! Please 

keep calm and enter the cave” asked Jacob patiently.  

 
Hysterically, Jacob was trying to find a way to escape from that 

macabre forest and from those morbid zombies. 

 

Maya was cornered in a small part of the cave. She was bitter and 

frightened, with a minuscule ray of trust in Jacob and trying to assimilate 

that zombies were chasing them.  
 

“Yes!! that’s the only way to escape!! Maya, we are going to survive!!” 

shouted Jacob proudly. 

 

“How??!! there are thousands, and they’re almost here!!” protested 

Maya with no sign of aspiration. 

 

“No, it’s not impossible!!” answered Jacob full of ambition.  
 

Long time ago, Jacob read a strange novel about the zombies of this 

forest, which was written by the only person who had survived from the 

horrible woodland. The book explained that the only way to escape 

from the forest was by extracting the flower which maintained the 

zombies. That flower grew in the highest rock of the land and the huge 

stone was more or less at seven kilometres from Jacob and Maya’s 

position. 

 

Without thinking it, Maya and Jacob ran away from the cave searching 

for the rock. But the zombies didn’t disappear and they were really near 

to the couple. 

 

Maya was tired and unfortunately, she stumbled and fell down hurting 

her arm. Jacob, helped Maya and they continued the journey extremely 

concerned. 

 

They had run giant kilometres and the rock with the only flower in the 

world that could save them didn't appear. They were confused, afraid 

and in a tragic situation. 

Maya’s fall was becoming serious. Her arm was getting worse and the 

pain was bigger.  

 

“Maya, look!! The rock!! It was real!! the flower must be there!! come on, 

we have to climb it!!” explained Jacob. 
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“Jacob, I can’t climb that enormous rock!! MY ARM IS B-R-O-K-E-N 

BROKEN!! cried Maya feeling fed up. 

 

“Just find a place to hide in!! Please Maya give me three minutes while I 

extract the flower!! Run!!” planned Jacob quickly. 

 

The boy climbed the rock agile. The zombies found Maya!! She was 

hidden behind some bushes but they saw her!! They were about to bite 

her and Jacob had not extracted the flower yet. Maya was pleading 

Jacob to save her and he was almost at the top of the rock. 

Jacob pulled up the flower in a brave movement and suddenly the 

zombies fell down.  
Jacob climbed down the huge rock and gave Maya an enormous hug. 

 

Everything had ended and both, Maya and Jacob were safe. !!!!! 

 

 

 

THE END 
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By Adrián Delgado 

It was Halloween. I sprinted to the high school, because I was late. I 

was very cheerful, because I like the sweets that are given on the day. 

The bad part was that it was a dismal and airy day. I saw lots of clouds 

and leaves flying. It was dawn, and I don´t like this time of the day. I also 

saw children going to school with very quality costumes (I´m sure that 

their parents had made them). 

 

I arrived at school and saw all the teachers nervous.  I thought that it was 

because the students were going to scare them. But, afterwards, I 

realized that there was another reason for their being so nervous. Our 

second class that day was Maths, a very boring class of Maths with 

Mercedes. We did lots of equations. And, when the bell for the break 

rang, all the teachers, except for one, called Beth, turned into zombies. 

 

We screamed, sprinted and also cried. Beth barked at all the classes that 

we had to go to the street down the stairs of the library. But, when the 

first class went down, they gasped all together because the zombies 

came from this way. The zombies caught two people, and they also 

turned into zombies. Finally, we went through the roof, climbing down, 

and left the high school. We sprinted to Beth’s house and when we got 

there, all of us were breathless. 

We arrived at the house and we hid in all places, like in closets and in 

baths. Beth said that she was going to fight with the zombie, and, after 

an hour, she came and said the she had killed all the zombies. We said 

to Beth in chorus: “thank you”, because we were safe. 

 

Postscript: I won’t go to high school next Halloween. 
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ZOMBIE WORLD 
By Juan Santamaría 

 
 

“Hi Richard! Is James with you?” asked Nathan. 

“No, but he has promised to come” answered Richard. 

“OK. We’ll come as soon as James comes, in the usual place. Bye” 

 

Nathan hung the hook. He took his jacket and put it on. Then, he went out of his 

home. He was waiting for James and Richard. They were late. Finally, they 

came.  

 

“We won’t be late – Nathan remembered that sentence to Richard – let’s go” 

said Nathan angrily. 

 

After a few minutes talking about what they had done  in the morning, Nathan 

was not angry. While they were walking, they saw something. It was a kid, lying 

on the floor. And he was DEAD. That boy was Nathan’s son. Nathan was furious. 

He took his gun, the one that he  always carried, and shot. A zombie was next to 

him.  

 

“What was that?” shouted James. 

 

Nathan and Richard did not answer. Immediately, Nathan took  out his mobile 

phone, and made a photo of  the zombie. He sent it to his friend Rubén, who 

was  specialized in zombies. 

 

A ring was heard. It was Nathan’s phone, and his friend was calling. The phone 

call was very short, but the important fact was ( Rubén’s words ):  

‘A few months ago, a kind of monster was found in Las Vegas, specifically in 

‘The Tops’ (one of the most famous casinos in the whole world)’. 

 

So as revenge, Nathan wanted to go to Las Vegas and exterminate all the 

zombies that were there. They did not want to lose time, so they took Richard’s 

Jeep, and went to Burgos Airport. 

 

As soon as they were there, they got on the plane. James, who was an expert 

flying planes, started flying it (when Richard and Nathan were sat).  

 

It was a long journey, nonetheless, they were there. For the moment, there 

weren’t zombies. The group of friends were walking, until they saw a gun shop. 

They entered, and bought lots of weapons, and ammunition. 

 

When they were near the casino, they started running, and they entered. It was 

full of zombies, but they exterminated them rapidly. They took the elevator, and 
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Nathan pushed the -1 button. When they were on that floor, they could see a 

huge zombie. After lots of shots, they killed it. They were proud of themselves. At 

that moment, there were not zombies in the world, so they were the happiest 

people in the world. Except Nathan, who was sad because his son was dead.  

They started the journey to go home, and Nathan, in a very epic manner, said:  

 

“REVENGE IS A DISH WHICH IS COLD SERVED” 

 
 

THE END 
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ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE 

By Maitane Vázquez 

Everybody was in the party. It was the last day of school. The technology 

teacher, Gregory, was preparing the presentation of his new experiment. 

Gregory came to my class and shouted “Beth, come here now, please!” 

When Beth paced into the class, the teacher barked “I don’t know if my 

experiment will work. I want to try the experiment with you.”  

Beth screamed “Noooooo!” 

Beth was on edge. Gregory started shouting at Beth. Beth started to 

sprint, but Gregory caught her. Gregory put Beth inside a cage and 

pressed the red button. 

In my classroom everybody was enthusiastic. It was a really glorious day. 

Everybody was singing and playing when a green and horrible monster 

entered the class. This thing started screaming.  

A torrential storm broke out, all was dark. The small monster barked “I’m 

the zombie of Beth. I wanna eat brains.” 

The zombie jumped to Adam’s head and devoured his brain. Everybody 

rushed away. 

 I dashed to the window and jumped out of it. I ran to the supermarket 

and there was Adam. I screamed “I’m a zombie. Please, follow me!”  

In the supermarket everybody ran. I took advantage of that and I started 

taking food. I went away and I put all the food inside my bag. 

In the technology class I waited for the zombies. When the zombies 

entered, I took the key, closed the door and opened all the windows. 

Everybody jumped out and went into a cave in the mountain, but the 

zombies broke the door and ate everybody’s brains. 

I called the police. They didn’t believe me as they thought I was joking. 

I went home, took my camera and went out on to the street to take 

photographs of everything. Then I sent a whatsapp to my uncle saying: 

“Please, come here with your plane to help us quickly!” 
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Ten minutes later I saw a plane on the road. It was my uncle with 

Gregory. At that moment, I was relaxed, but at the same time confused.  

“Why is Gregory here?” I wondered. 

Then, Gregory took a giant machine and started working. Everybody 

was depressed because it was the last day with Beth and this was not a 

good day to stay with her in her last day. 

Gregory took the machine and put all the zombies inside. Then, he 

opened the machine and… Beth was not a zombie. All the zombies had 

turned into humans again. 

It was perfect and Beth shouted “ Don’t worry. This is only a joke to 

entertain your last day of school.” 

And I said “ No, Beth, this is not a way of entertaining us. Everybody is sad 

because it isyour last day here.” 

“Don’t worry. I won’t go, I’ll stay here forever. Believe me” Beth said. 

Everybody was happy and cheerful again. 

THE END 
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ZOMBIE MATHS 
By Filipa Lopes Cunha 

 

 

`` Riiing ´´ the bell rang, it was break time. 

 

Matt and Alisha were going to the break, they were talking about their 

maths exam. They were very nervous because they hadn’t studied 

anything, as they were playing all day. 

 

`` What are we going to do? ´´ demanded Matt. 

 

`` I have no clue ´´ cried Alisha. 

 

`` I have an idea, we can cheat, what do you think? ´´ asked Matt. 

 

`` No, I couldn´t do that, Stephany is a very good teacher, I couldn´t do 

that, not to her´´ added Alisha 

 

`` So… What can we do? ´´ 

  

`` Riiing ´´ the bell rang again, it was time to go to class. 

 

`` No, what are we going to do now? ´´ 

 

`` I don´t kn… hey! , Alisha come, who is that girl?´´ asked Matt. 

 

`` What girl are you talking about? I can’t see anything, come on. Let’s 

go! Or will be late.´´ 

 

`` But, but, but…´´ Matt was astonished. 

 

`` Come on, don’t be lazy. ´´ 

 

Matt and Alisha entered the class and were in panic. Stephany gave the 

exams to all the class and started to explain it. Matt looked at Alisha, she 

was very nervous but Matt wasn´t thinking of that, Matt was thinking of 

Alisha with her blond hair, her dazzling eyes that you will fall in love with 

when she looks at you. Matt fell in love with Alisha the moment he saw 

her for the first time. But something made Matt wake up from his dream, 

where he and Alisha stayed together all their life. Someone walked 

through the door,  it was the headmaster, but he was different, he had 

red bloody eyes, his teeth were covered with blood. Everyone started to 

shout. Stephany started to run and all the students ran after her. Matt 

took Alisha and together they sprinted  to the  science room, there they 

met Stephany. 
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`` What’s going on, what’s that? ´´ said Matt. 

 

`` It’s here, the zombie apocalypse has arrived ´´ announced Stephany. 

 

`` What? ´´ cried Alisha. 

 

`` Years ago, James Creek, created the most dangerous poison that had 

ever existed, he was trying to find a cure to blindness, because his 

daughter, Anny, was blind, but instead, he created poison that alters 

your molecules, he made Anny drank the poison, Anny started to evolve, 

her molecules were transformed and also her body. What happened to 

Anny was the same as it was happening to the headmaster. I don’t know 

why it is happening but it is happening, the only thing we can do is to kill 

him before he infects more people. ´´  

 

`` How would we do it? ’´ Cried Alisha 

 

`` Hey look! It is that girl again!´´ said Matt. 

 

`` Oh no! Matt look at me! What’s the girl you’ve seen like? ´´ Asked 

Stephany 

 

`` It’s a little girl, she is about 8 years old, and her face is like the 

headmaster’s face.´´  

 

`` That girl you’ve seen is Anny, she wants you to be the next zombie, the 

only way we have to avoid this is killing her, Matt! You have to 

concentrate, if you do it, you will know where she is right now ´´ 

 

`` Okay. I can notice something, yes, yes, she is here, she is… right behind 

you, Stephany, she is behind!!´´ 

 

Anny bit Stephany and in seconds she became a zombie. Matt and 

Alisha ran, but Alisha stumbled, Stephany caught Alisha, and bit her, 

Matt was so angry and so depressed that these two feelings gave him 

the energy to kill that monster that was destroying his life and also his 

heart. He concentrated as Stephany told him to do and tried to 

perceive were Anny was. He took a pin from the table where the 

students had dissected the frogs this morning. He perceived Anny, she 

was near Alisha, Matt walked slowly near her and nailed the pin in her 

neck. Anny fell dead on the floor and Alisha and Stephany became 

normal. Matt was still scared, but he was ready to do one thing, walk 

near Alisha and kiss her. Alisha was still surprised, but she felt the same. 

Both lived happily together ever after. 
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ZOMBIE  APOCALYPSE 

By Alejandro Ubierna 

Mark was staring at the stars as he couldn't sleep, it was midnight, the 

silence was so deafening that it hurt your ears, suddenly green lightning 

struck the forest that was in front of the house, where no one enters at 

night. 

Mark wanted to know what it was, so he crept downstairs and sprinted to 

the point where the lightning had struck, he was scared and tense. 

When he arrived, he found a meteorite and a strange, brilliant, green 

insect coming out of it, Mark was very frightened because he thought it 

might be an alien, so he put it inside a glass jar and returned to his house 

to sleep. 

Next morning, there was a hole in the jar and the insect wasn't there, he 

was worried and when he went downstairs, he saw the insect biting his 

mother. Two minutes later, she became a zombie. She ate the brain of 

his grandmother who was staying there for the month. 

As a result, his grandmother also became a zombie. Mark and his father 

escaped through an open window but there were also some zombies 

chasing people. 

 

“We can go to your office in NASA” said Mark. “Good idea! but you're 

only a child” replied his father. 

 

“Don't worry, we'll think about that later” answered Mark. 

 

When they reached NASA, they were surprised because all the people in 

NASA were zombies. 

 

Suddenly, a zombie saw them and all the zombies started chasing them, 

they went to the weapons room and started shooting the zombies but 

they only fell down and stood up again. 

 

Mark's father had the idea of travelling to Mars in the space ship. 

Two weeks later, they reached Mars but there were also zombies there. 

They stayed there for a while and discovered that a giant brain was 

eating the zombies. Mark tried to carry the brain to the Earth. They 

brought the brain to the Earth and it ate all the zombies. 

 

Two days later, the brain ate Mark and his dad. 
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Zombie apocalypse 
by José Menor 

It all started at the beach in summer. 

 ``Come on, I am getting bored´´ Quecedo pleaded.  

Leyla and Daniel went up behind him ``Boooh´´ shouted Daniel and 

Leyla. 

``Ahhh´´ shouted Quecedo .``I knew it was you´´ Quecedo choked. 

``Come on, let's go  diving ´´ pleaded Leyla. 

When they were diving a strange gas came out of the sand and turned 

everyone that was on the beach into zombies except Leyla, Daniel and 

Quecedo. 

When they got out,  they didn`t see anybody ``they might be giving 

something I go to my house I am really tired´´ choked Quecedo ``Bye, 

I’m also going´´ said Leyla. 

They were in their houses but they didn’t see their parents only heard 

strange voices but they though that it was the concert. 

Leyla called Daniel ``Hello Daniel I am alone in my house I am scared´´ 

``I am also alone in my house. Can we meet in the park in 3 minutes ? 

asked Daniel. 

 ``Okay´´ said Leyla. 

When they were in the park they saw Quecedo crying ``what’s wrong  

Quecedo?´´ asked Daniel and Leyla  

``I was alone in my house´´ cried Quecedo  

All of a sudden they heard a stumble ``zombies! ´´ shouted Leyla. 

The three friends were running ``Come on, go to ammunition shop ´´ 

shouted Daniel  

When they got ammunation from the gunshop of Briviesca the zombies 

were far away ``we don’t have a key´´ said Quecedo,  innocently. 

 ``Here is my key´´ said Daniel . 

``Come on, enter´´ said Leyla. 

``Go to the basement, I think there are the big weapons´´ said 

Quecedo. 
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When they entered,  they saw AK 47s, tanks, RPGs  

``This is heaven´´ said Daniel.  

``Come on, you will have the AK47 ´´ barked Leyla  

``Quecedo you will control the tank´´ said Daniel  

`` I will take the RPG´´ said Leyla 

``Good luck press the button Daniel´´ 

When they pressed the button, a group of zombies entered ``. These are 

mine´´ shouted Leyla but she didn´t have ammo. 

 ``Shoot Daniel,´´ barked Leyla. 

``I don’t have any either´´ cried Daniel as two zombies devoured Leyla. 

``Quecedo, Quecedo come on, let’s  go to breakfast´´ 

They met in the park the three friends ``I dreamed there was a zombie 

apocalypse and I was with you´´ said Daniel ``I also dreamed about 

zombies´´ said Daniel ``what is wrong with your face, Leyla? ´´ asked 

Quecedo. 

All of a sudden Leyla devoured Quecedo. 

 

 

TO BE CONTINUED… 
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The omelet sandwich 
By Daniel Santos 

 

It  was a normal Friday,at 7:30 AM I woke  up,got dressed and ate  my 

breakfast like every morning. I left my house to go to the high school. 

When I arrived at 9:30, I sat down and I prepared for the first lesson, tutor. 

 

 During  the English lesson our teachers Ana tamayo and Beth told  us to 

write a zombie story. I was thinking about my story when the bell rang, 

rapidly Adam ran to the coffee shop and bought an omelette sandwich. 

The  sandwich smelt stranger than other days and seemed different. 

 When Adam bit the sandwich,  something terrible happened,  Adam’s 

skin turned green and he began to bite everyone in  the coffee shop . 

 

Luckily for  me, my friends Alejandro and Adrian were at the playground 

because we didn’t have money, when all the zombies began to eat 

other students and teachers, we hid behind  the coffee shop, there we 

saw a little note that said “antidote: put the red bottle on the ham 

sandwiches”. 

I was wondering who wrote that letter but we didn’t have time to lose, 

rapidly we put the red liquid  in the ham sandwiches and threw it at the 

zombies. After several minutes the police were asking  the teachers what 

had happened there . But when they asked Agustin... 

“Yes”he whispered  “I was the one who made those sandwiches” 

“Why?”asked the policeman. 

“Because I  hate the children that take sweets  without paying 

and I wanted  to get a revenge” 

The police sent Agustin to court. 

And they lived happy until the next exam. 

P.S. I’ll never buy an omelette sandwich  again . 

 
 

 
    

 

 
 

 
 

 

   

 

 
 

 

 


